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About the Book

Penny Vincenzi, master of the contemporary blockbuster, returns with a moving, engaging portrait of people coping with 

a notorious financial disaster and its unpredictable emotional repercussions.

Set during the boom-and-bust years of the 1980s, An Absolute Scandal follows the lives of a group of people drawn 

together by their mutual monetary woes when the great financial institution Lloyd's undergoes a devastating downturn. 

For Nigel Cowper, this means the destruction of his family business; his wife, Lucinda, is willing to do everything she 

can to help him --- except give up her irresistible lover. The powerful, charismatic banker Simon Beaumont and his wife, 

a highly successful advertising executive, lose everything they worked so hard to acquire; but the ultimate tragedy is 

something that neither one could have anticipated. The well-to-do are not the only ones suffering: a self-sufficient 

widow is suddenly deep in debt; a single mother struggles to maintain a comfortable home for her children; and a 

schoolmaster and his frustrated wife find that financial problems deepen the cracks in their troubled marriage.

As their lives begin a downward spiral, these characters intersect in ways they never saw coming. Written in what has 

become her signature style of both wit and candor, Penny Vincenzi draws back the curtain and offers an inside view of 

the greed and social power plays that occur behind the closed doors of upper-crust society . . . where money isn?t 

everything. Sometimes, it?s the only thing.

Discussion Guide

1. What were your first impressions of the characters? How did your opinion of them shift throughout the novel? Which 

characters captured your imagination the most?
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2. What are the main differences between Nigel and Blue? Why was Lucinda drawn to each of them, in different ways? 

How important is it for a couple to share similar economic and social backgrounds?

3. How does Flora?s personality affect her son?s marriage? Were you more sympathetic to Debbie or to Flora? What is 

the ideal role for in-laws and grandparents?

4. What sets Catherine apart from the other women in the book? What are her most endearing qualities? What keeps her 

from finding her Rochester (chapter 49) a bit sooner?

5. What do the children in An Absolute Scandal learn from their parents about weathering defeat and finding joy in 

life? What point of view will they bring to the twenty-first century?

6. Discuss Jamie and Annabel?s relationship. In what ways are they innocent and naïve? In what ways are they wise?

7. What does Joel mean to Debbie, and vice versa? Why was Richard more likely to suspect her of having an affair with 

Simon than with Joel?

8. Discuss the 1980s as a character. What do you miss the most and the least about that decade? What makes it the 

perfect period for a novel about vanity and artifice? What does it mean for styles to evolve from Laura Ashley and 

shoulder pads to minimalist lines and shades of gray?

9. Were you familiar with the process of becoming a Name (i.e. insurance underwriter)? Would you have been swayed 

to become a Name? To what extent does the appearance of prestige or the hope of social status affect investors? 

decisions? Are most investment decisions rational?

10. In chapter thirteen, Fiona boils the case down to two essentials: ?Whether the inducement to you to become Names 

was reckless or not [and] whether it was fraudulent or not.? Do you believe the novel?s characters shared any 

responsibility for their financial demise, or does blame rest squarely on the shoulders of the fictional Lloyd?s characters 

invented by Penny Vincenzi?

11. Though An Absolute Scandal is entirely a work of fiction, many headlines in recent years have portrayed similar 

episodes of contemporary corporate corruption. Do you believe that legislation now protects investors better? What is 

the best way to safeguard against the Tim Allinsons of this world? How would your family be affected if your net worth 

suddenly plummeted far into the red? Which creature comforts would it be most difficult for you to part with?

12. What themes of attraction, power, and fate are woven into this and previous novels by Penny Vincenzi? In what 

ways does her storytelling turn real-life scenarios into thrilling out-of-this world escapades?

Author Bio



Penny Vincenzi was one of the UK's best-loved and most popular authors. She wrote 17 novels, including the #1 

bestsellers THE BEST OF TIMES and AN ABSOLUTE SCANDAL, and two short story collections

Her first "proper" job was at the Harrods Library, aged 16, after which she went to secretarial college. She joined the 

Mirror and later became a journalist, writing for The Times, the Daily Mail and Cosmopolitan amongst many others, 

before turning to fiction. Several years later, over seven million copies of Penny's books have been sold worldwide and 

she is universally held to be the 'doyenne of the modern blockbuster' (Glamour).

Penny passed away on February 25, 2018 at the age of 78.
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